ROLE OF POLAR PHONONS IN THE CHEMICAL BOUND AT STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITIONS CHARACTERIZED BY REPETITIVE FOURIER SPECTROSCOPY
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Abstract.-The temperature dependence of dynamic effective charges carried by Ti and Nb ions which are the movable atoms involved in the ferroelectric phase transition of BaTi03 and KNbO , respectively, are reported, as deduced from TO-LO splittings of polar latgice modes, including soft modes. Restllts below the semiconducting-metal phase transition of N~O~ are also discussed.
There is an aspect of certain structural phase transitions with displacements of atoms, but which are not properly displacive, which has been little exploited up to now. When a structural transition occurs, certain cation-anion distances are significantly changed. Such changes of bond lengths affect not only the bond strength k and, therefore, the frequency of the oscillator we = (k/p)'/', but also the amount of the fractional charge which is supplied by the cation and localized on the anion. The dynamic effective charge has been measured in homopolar crystals such as graphite 3
for example, and found to be finite wh reas the static charge is obviously zero.
The TO and LO frequencies as derived by
Cochran, * are thus rewritten 
the soft mode frequency in the cubic PE phase of oxidic perovskites.
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx. ions of mass mk in the elementary volume V. that a crossover from a regime which has the classical displacive soft mode behavior to a regime whose features are better described in the language traditionnally reserved for order-disorder systems, l o occurs above the temperature of the cubic -tetragonal transition so that this is finally not the soft mode which triggers the phase transition but rather hopping motions of ions in a triple-well potential.
The displacement of Ti ion with respect to the oxygen octahedron, which occurs at T in BaTi03 is however visualized in Fig. 2 
